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ABSTRACT

Small Medium EnterpriseS (SME) development is one of essentials matters in Indonesia’s economy. One of SME s which currently keeps growing is SME in tourism sector. SME in this sector is the form of people’s economic independence, for example batik craft SME from Blitar which is a tourism product. This research explains about the influence of entrepreneur behavior and group participation against business performance managed by the variable of motivation. This type of research is an explanatory research using questionnaire as a primary data collection tool distributed to the owners of Blitar batik SME s. The sample of this research is saturated sample by making all Blitar batik SME owners as research samples up to 77 respondents. Path analysis using SPSS 20.0 is selected to analyze the influence of the variable in this research. The result of this research shows that entrepreneur behavior and group participation bring positive and significant influences against motivation and business performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of people’s prosperity through tourism can be entrepreneurship in form of small and medium enterprises (SME), as conducted by people to lower unemployment rate by creating employment opportunities. People get motivation from the government through various measures to escalate the number of entrepreneurs in Indonesia which ideally reaches 2% of a country’s population, as stated by Halim Alamsyah, Bank Indonesia Deputy Governor. The government provides supports by organizing training programs for free to people. The provision of soft loans to SME-scale entrepreneurs is expected to overcome a capital issue which often becomes a major issue.

There are several kinds of business which support tourism activities, including SME in batik industry. Batik industry in Indonesia is growing and draws attention from people and regional governments. After UNESCO assigned batik as the cultural heritage of Indonesia in 2009, its users increase in various social elements so the demand for batik cloth keeps increasing.

This research discusses Blitar batik SME as one of featuring tourism products in Blitar City and Blitar Regency. Creative industry in Blitar is interesting to be researched since it is the combination of batik creative industry and creative tourism. Creative tourism will be related to culture and cultural attraction which become the characteristics of a region and tourism attractions (Kostopoulou, 2013 in Damayanti & Latifah, 2015). SME in batik industry may be a measure to enhance revenue and distribute opportunities to open business. It means people in local level have opportunities to improve their prosperity economically through tourism sector. In line with the research conducted by Latifah dan Damayanti (2016) stating that the impact of batik industry-based creative tourism against local economic development in Pekalongan City is the hike of batik entrepreneur’s revenue which contributes to people’s prosperity. It certainly becomes a challenge for local batik entrepreneurs to prepare strategies to keep competing by knowing and implementing good methods of entrepreneurship and motivational improvement to every batik artisan.

Regional governments encourage batik artisans to participate in various SME-related educational and training programs so they are expected to create products with competitive advantages. Moreover, promotions are conducted to attract tourists which impact the sales of batik from Blitar. Through exhibition activities either in local or national levels facilitated by regional governments and websites of tourism departments, the creation of featuring products’ leaflets are expected to be facilities to market this creative tourism products. The development of SME has to be balanced with skill and knowledge about entrepreneurship by SME business players. Entrepreneur behavior will reflect how an entrepreneur sees opportunities and is able to control their business. Behavior is related to the attitude as an entrepreneur such as dare to make decisions, leadership, management capability, and everything related to scope of business (Suryana, 2011). Entrepreneur behavior is an essential component in running a business. It influences the performance of an entrepreneur by knowing everything to be conducted by entrepreneurs. The knowledge about entrepreneur behavior will allow an entrepreneur to appropriately determine their steps and to run their businesses. Entrepreneur must be tenacious, hard to give up, optimistic, and has high confidence, strong commitment, and courage in taking risks. Entrepreneur behavior will influence several business aspects, one of them is motivation. As explained before, one of entrepreneur behavior components is motivation. Motivation either from inside or outside of an entrepreneur can impact the success in running business, so entrepreneur behavior can contribute to business performance.

The existing association of Blitar batik artisans is a platform to interact and exchange knowledge. Cooperation and participation from every owner for the advance of business play important roles in the advance of batik business. Participation and awareness from association members to build Blitar batik industry will generate innovations and creativity in developing Blitar batik industry. Participation can start from the stages of planning and performance, management, supervising, to
The participation of the members of this batik artisan association is very influential for batik industry. If a batik artisan joining this association has active attitude, they will be able to build and develop batik industry properly. Moreover, the development of batik industry by involving member participation, for example in making decisions, will grow sense of dependence, sense of belongingness, and responsibility. Roberts et al., (2006) explains that participation has an important role against motivation so active participation from association members will enhance the motivation of group members. Wazir et al., (1999) states group participation is form of conscious and voluntary participation in social interaction.

The development of Blitar batik industry cannot be separated from the participation of this batik artisan group which joined a group having similar purposes. Strong participation is necessary so batik industrial management is expected to be well-managed and sustainable. Blitar located in the southern part of East Java has various traditions in its areas, adding the diversity of the existing batik patterns.

Besides group participation from Blitar batik artisan association members, motivation becomes one of the things to influence the performance of stakeholders. According to Azwar (2000), motivation is the form of stimulus, encouragement or energy booster which lies inside an individual or a group of people who work optimally together in conducting a business which has been planned to achieve the determined goals. Analysis of working achievement is always related to two major factors namely (1) willingness or motivation to work which generates business and (2) capability to conduct works, so working achievements are the functions of motivation and capability, formulated as P = f (M x A x O), where P is performance, M is motivation, A is ability and O is Opportunity (Gomes, 1999). The formula clearly states that performance is influenced by motivation. The expert’s explanation clearly specifies that motivation lies in every owner of Blitar batik artisans so the goals will be optimal and achieved.

The success form development and management of Blitar batik industry SME can be seen from its business performance. Performance refers to the overview of results which have been achieved from a series of activities in a certain period (Samsul, 2012). Performance, according to (Boso et al., 2013), is a result or the progress or an achievement or a result which has been achieved either in terms of finance or non-finance. Business performance is the result of how batik industrial business management which, in this research, is Blitar batik artisan’s business managed to give contribution to the prosperity of these batik artisans. Business performance of Blitar batik artisans is the reflection of an entrepreneur behavior and participation in its management and development. It explains that motivation is one of the things influencing the business performance of an SME. With good performance, the potentials owned against Blitar batik industry can be well-absorbed, which will bring benefits for many parties, especially Blitar batik artisans including economic independence or natural preservation and people’s culture.

Related to the background’s described, the problems of this research are as follows:
1. Does entrepreneur behavior significantly influence motivation?
2. Does group participation significantly influence motivation?
3. Does entrepreneur behavior significantly influence business performance?
4. Does group participation significantly influence business performance?
5. Does motivation significantly influence business performance?

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS

2.1 Entrepreneur Behavior

An entrepreneur has a commitment to work so they can obtain the results they expected. Tenacious, diligent, and hard to give up natures are the bases in conducting their works. Their actions are not based on speculations but through proper considerations. An entrepreneur dares to take risks since they have been through the proper considerations. Courage supported by robust commitments in an entrepreneur will encourage them to keep seeking opportunities to gain results (Suryana, 2011).

An entrepreneur behavior, as explained by Dani (2012), really influences the success of business performance. The first entrepreneur behavior is self-confidence owned by an entrepreneur. The second characteristic is
task-oriented. The third one is risk taker in form of time, money, health, and life. The fourth behavior is leadership. Fifth, the characteristic of an entrepreneur is to have leadership and the sixth is future-oriented.

According to Bird (1989), there are several entrepreneur activities reflecting an entrepreneur behavior namely to determine business to be conducted, analyze its strength and weakness, create products in form of commodity or service, observe market behavior, predict potential market, select appropriate and strategic locations for business, prepare for financial plan, prepare for production plan, prepare for management plan, and decide capital, for example borrowing capital to start business.

2.2 Group Participation

According to Ach. Wazir Ws et al., (1999), group participation can be defined as the participation of an individual consciously and voluntarily in a social interaction (group) in a specific or certain situation and condition. In other words, an individual can participate if they suitability to interact with or in a group through various processes of sharing with others in terms of value, tradition, feeling, loyalty, compliance, and mutual responsibility to the group. Meanwhile, according to Isbandi (2007), group participation is the involvement of an individual or people in identifying issues which occur in a group, then selecting their methods of settlement and making decisions as an alternative solution to solve the issues, and the involvement of people in evaluating the activities which have been conducted.

Mustapha dkk., (2013) explain that local people’s participation is essential for the success of tourism industry in regions. Seen as a tourism product, local people’s participation is deemed as one of tourism products since participation becomes a method to determine decisions and the form of local wisdom owned by the people. Cohen and Uphoff in Dwiningrum (2011) distinguish participation into four types namely:
1) Participation in decision-making process.
2) Participation in performance.
3) Participation in taking benefits.
4) Participation in evaluation.

2.3 Motivation

Sardiman (2007) states that motive can be defined as an encouragement within an individual to do something they wish to achieve. Motive can be said as an encouragement from inside and within a subject or an individual to do various forms of certain activities to achieve an objective they have determined. Motives can be regarded as an intern condition of an individual.

According to Azwar (2000), motivation is a form of encouragement or stimulus, which is an energy booster owned by an individual or a group which cooperates optimally to run, perform, and achieve an objective which has been planned or determined. Meanwhile, Swasto (2011) explains that motivation is a psychological condition which can provide encouragement from within an individual to meet needs and achieve objectives. According to the experts’ opinions, motivation can be concluded as a psychological condition within an individual which is an encouragement to meet needs and desires, such as achieving objectives, self-satisfaction, self-actualization, social reason, and livelihood fulfillment.

According to Maslow’s Need Hierarchy Theory, in Siagian (2004), human needs are constructed based on the hierarchy of importance, covering:
1. Physiological needs, which are the basic needs used to survive such as water, food, drink, house, having sex, and many more.
2. Safety needs, which are the needs against security, accident, and safety when working.
3. Social needs, which are the needs in social nature including socializing, making friends, being loved, and loving in public perspectives.
4. Esteem needs, which are the needs of self-acknowledgement and appreciation within working environment and society.
5. Self-actualization needs, which are the needs of an individual’s self-actualization using skill, ability, capability, and self-potentials owned
by an individual to achieve excellent and satisfying working achievements which are hardly achieved by others and to obtain appreciation from others.

2.4 Business Performance

Business performance is an essential thing since with good business performance, business’ sustainability will be guaranteed. Performance refers to the level of achievement within certain periods. Business performance can be made as an indicator about the success or failure of a business. Moreover, business performance is the overview of results which have been achieved by a company from the series of working function performances or activities in a certain period (Bernadin and Russel in Samsir, 2012). From SME segment, Sugiarto (2006) explains that the success of performance is divided into points namely:

1. Business success indicators:
   a. sales volume hike occurs.
   b. additional value of a product increases.
   c. the number of involved manpower increases.
   d. business diversification.
   e. market coverage gets wider.
   f. investment hike.
2. Related entrepreneur’s performance indicators:
   a. achievement motivation point increases.
   b. managerial capability improves.
   c. more innovative and creative in managing business.
   d. good human relation minded.

Due to the limitation of small industrial business, including tourism industry in tourism villages in conducting recording, then measuring business performance using the perceptions of owners or managers by implementing performance measures from the research conducted by Lee and Tsang (2011) shows that in measuring business performance variables, the following indicators are used:

1. sales volume hike
2. business asset hike
3. business profitability.

III. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS AND HYPOTHESIS

3.1 Conceptual Frameworks

Concept is a term and definition used to abstractly describe an event, situation, group, or individual which becomes a center of attention in social science (Singarimbun, 2006). This research discusses entrepreneur behavior in form of the SME of Blitar batik industry and the influence of group participation through motivation against business performance. The development of tourism sector is expected to improve people’s prosperity through Blitar batik industry which is one of tourism products. In this research, there are four concepts to be studied namely entrepreneur concept, group participation concept, motivational concept, and business performance concept. According to the previous explanation, the concept models in this research are as follows:

Image 1. Concept Models
Information:
: relationship between entrepreneur behavior, group participation, and motivation against business performance.

3.2 Hypothesis Model

Hypothesis is a method of solution or a temporary answer from the problems of a research, in a problem whose purpose is to guide researchers to seek answers before proving the truth through a theory (Sugiyono, 2005). Hypothesis model can be described as follows:

Image 2. Hypothesis Model
According to the reference of concept model development continued to a hypothesis model, the hypothesis of this research can be specified as follows:

H1: Entrepreneur behavior significantly influences motivation.
H2: Group participation significantly influences motivation.
H3: Entrepreneur behavior significantly influences business performance.
H4: Group participation significantly influences business performance.
H5: Motivation significantly influences business performance.

IV. METHOD OF RESEARCH

The type of research for this research is an explanatory research with a quantitative approach. This research aims to explain how great the influence of entrepreneur behavior and group participation against business performance through motivation, based on existing facts through hypothesis tests. This research is conducted on the SME of Blitar batik industry in Blitar. Blitar is one of batik artisan regions in East Java Province.

The populations in this research are 77 Blitar batik SMEs in Blitar City and Regency. For samples, the researcher use all population or known as saturated sample or census, by involving 77 Blitar batik SME owners joining Blitar batik artisan associations. Census or saturated sample method is used when a research population is less than 100 or the number of respondents is relatively small and the data collection can be easily conducted (Arikunto, 2010). The data is collected by taking primary data through questionnaires distributed to respondents. The scale of measurement in this research uses Likert scale.

Validity test is conducted by comparing the correlation of coefficient between item and total modifier compared to its critical value or probability. The formula to calculate \( r \) is as follows (Arikunto, 2006). Validity test with test technique uses the correlation technique of Pearson’s Product Moment and uses the rate of significance of 5%, to know the closeness of influence between exogenous and endogenous variables and the following Product Moment Coefficient of Correlation formula is used:

\[
 r = \frac{n \sum XY - (\sum X \sum Y)}{\sqrt{n \sum X^2 - (\sum X)^2} \sqrt{n \sum Y^2 - (\sum Y)^2}}
\]

Information:
- \( r \) = correlation of product moment
- \( i \) = grain score
- \( X \) = exogenous variable
- \( Y \) = endogenous variable
- \( n \) = amount of sample

This reliability test is conducted by testing the scores among items to test their reliability rates. In this research, Alpha cronbach (Arikunto, 2006) method is used:

\[
 r_{11} = \frac{k}{k-1} \left[ \frac{\sum \sigma^2 b}{\sigma^2} \right]
\]

Information:
- \( r_{11} \) = reliability of instrument
- \( k \) = amount of question
- \( \sum \sigma^2 b \) = grain variant score
- \( \sigma^2 \) = total variant

Reliability test in this research is assisted by SPSS version 20.0 program. The result of reliability test can be known if the value of Alpha Cronbach obtained for the variables of Entrepreneur Behavior (\( X_1 \)), Group participation (\( X_2 \)), Business performance (\( Y \)), and Motivation (\( Z \)) are more than the standard value of 0.6. The Alpha values of each variable are suitable with the terms stated previously so it can be concluded that the research instruments used to measure the four variables in this research are reliable and have high reliability.

V. RESULT OF RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Influence of Entrepreneur Behavior against Motivation

The result of descriptive statistical test from entrepreneur behavior variable shows that 13 items are proposed and generate the average value of 4.46 categorized as very good. Meanwhile, for motivation variable, 6 items are proposed and generate the average value of 4.46 categorized as very good. In path analysis, the
result shows that the relationship of entrepreneur behavior generates beta coefficient value of 0.446 with p-value of 0.000 (p-value is less than 0.005). This result shows that the better the entrepreneur behavior owned by Blitar batik artisans, the higher the motivation they will have.

5.2 Influence of Group Participation against Motivation

The result of descriptive statistical test shows that group participation variable consisting of 4 items has the average value of 4.37 while motivation variable consisting of 6 items has the value of 4.46. The value describes that group participation in the members or individuals of Blitar batik artisans is very good. The result of path analysis shows that beta coefficient of 0.378 which means the influence of Group participation against Motivation with $t_{hitung}$ of 3.952 and probability of 0.000 (p<0.05), then the decision is that $H_0$ is accepted, meaning that the hypothesis stating that Group participation positively and significantly influences Motivation is accepted. It shows that better Group participation will boost motivation to Blitar batik UKMs significantly. Determination coefficient value ($R^2$) is 0.526 or 52.6%. The result shows that the contribution of Entrepreneur Behavior and Group Participation against Motivation reaches 52.6% while the contribution of other variables outside the model of this research reaches 47.4%.

5.3 Influence of Entrepreneur Behavior against Business Performance

The result of descriptive statistical test shows that Entrepreneur behavior variable consisting of 13 items has the average value of 4.46 while business performance variable consisting of 6 items has the value of 4.39. The value describes that entrepreneur behavior in the members or individuals of Blitar batik artisans is very good. The path analysis result shows beta coefficient of 0.209, meaning that the influence of Entrepreneur behavior against business performance has a positive direction, with $t_{hitung}$ of 2.056 and probability of 0.043 (p<0.05), then the decision is that $H_0$ is rejected, meaning that the hypothesis stating that entrepreneur behavior has direct positive and significant influence against business performance is accepted. The positive relationship direction shows that if entrepreneur behavior is improves, it will be followed by business performance improvement in Blitar batik SME s. It shows that better entrepreneur behavior will significantly improve the performances of Blitar batik SME s.

5.4 Influence of Group Participation against Business Performance

The result of descriptive statistical test shows that group participation variable consisting of 4 items has the average value of 4.37 while business performance variable consisting of 6 items has the value of 4.39. The value describes that group participation in the members or individuals of Blitar batik artisans is very good. Path analysis result shows beta coefficient of 0.438, meaning that the influence of group participation against business performance has a positive direction, with $t_{hitung}$ of 4.451 and probability of 0.000 (p<0.05), then the decision is $H_0$ is refused, meaning that the hypothesis stating that group participation has direct positive and significant influence against business performance is accepted. The positive relationship direction shows that if group participation is improved, it will be followed by the improvement of business performance in Blitar batik SMEs. It shows that better group participation will significantly improve the performance of Blitar batik SMEs.

5.5 Influence of Motivation against Business Performance

The result of descriptive statistical test shows that motivation variable consisting of 6 items has the average value of 4.46 while business performance variable consisting of 6 items has the value of 4.39. The value describes that the motivation of Blitar batik artisans is very good. The result of path analysis shows beta coefficient of 0.243, meaning that the influence of motivation against business performance has a positive direction, with $t_{hitung}$ of 2.238 and probability of 0.028 (p<0.05), then the decision is that $H_0$ is refused, meaning that the hypothesis stating that motivation significantly and positively influences business performance is accepted. The positive relationship direction shows that if motivation is improved, it will be followed by the improvement of business performance in Blitar batik SME s. It shows that better motivational level will significantly improve the performance of Blitar batik SME s.
5.6 Relationship among Paths
The model of path analysis is as follows:

![Path Analysis Diagram]

VI. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
6.1 Conclusion
According to the formulated problems, the result of analysis and hypothesis testing conducted in the previous chapter, the research can be concluded as follows:

1. The research shows that Entrepreneur behavior variable has positive and significant influence to Motivation (Z), meaning that significant influences exist. Entrepreneur behavior is one of essential components since it is the basis in conducting business activities which has to be owned and implemented by entrepreneurs to achieve good performances. The positive and significant influence between entrepreneur behavior and motivation variables becomes one of boosters to improve business performance. It impacts motivational improvement to run business better, improve achievement level, and maintain business sustainability.

2. Research shows that Group participation variable has positive and significant influence to Motivation (Z) proven by its probability value, meaning that significant influences exist. Group participation having positive and significant influences against motivation describes that the empowerment within batik artisan groups produces positive results to the performed business. The involvement of Blitar batik association members in every business activity including in organized activities has boosted sense of belongingness and strong bonds, generating sense of responsibility to maintain the management of Blitar batik business from within Blitar batik association members.

3. Research shows that Entrepreneur behavior variable has positive and significant influence against Business Performance (Y) proven by its probability value, meaning that significant influences exist. Better entrepreneur behavior in batik entrepreneurs will boost business performance. The development of a business can happen if business management capability can be well-applied. Better entrepreneur behavior owned by Blitar batik artisans balanced with appropriate strategies can bring contribution to business development or business performance improvement.

4. Research shows that Group participation variable has positive and significant influence to Business Performance (Y) proven by its probability value, meaning that significant influences exist. In this case, Group participation really influences and assists in establishing cooperation in a business group. Exchange of information and knowledge when joining Blitar batik artisan associations promotes better business management, such as quality improvement in production, update and creativity improvement, or related to product sales, so group participation also directly improves the business performance of Blitar batik artisan associations.

5. Research shows that Motivation variable has positive and significant influence to Business Performance (Y) proven by its probability value, meaning that significant influences exist. High motivation owned by every batik artisan improves their performances to meet their economic needs. Motivation can encourage an individual to work well and influences their performance qualities. The motivation within an individual to meet physiological and social needs encourages Blitar batik entrepreneurs to have excellent business performance to meet their business targets and generate expected income.

6.2 Suggestion
Based on the result of this research, several suggestions can be identified as follows:

1. Blitar batik SME players are expected to maintain and improve the qualities of Entrepreneur Behavior and Group Participation since those variables have significant influences to Business Performance or through Motivation, so Business Performance will be better.
Meanwhile, path analysis shows that indirect influences from Group Participation against Business Performance through Motivation have the highest influential value of 0.530. It shows that good Group Participation supported by high motivation can provide better business performance. Blitar batik SME players are expected to improve the level of participation in Blitar batik artisan associations, for example organizing regular meetings which can enhance knowledge about batik, improve production, improve human resource quality, enhance business capital and sales, and being involved in promotional activities including SME exhibitions organized by regional governments by forming committees and packing the activities as attractive as possible to enhance sales revenue.

2. Blitar batik SME players are expected to improve their management skills so the production of Blitar batik can be well-organized, including having good accounting reporting management.

3. Since the independent variables in this research are essential in influencing Business Performance, this research is expected to be used as a reference for next researchers to develop this research by considering other variables besides those stated in this research.

4. Next researches are expected to be conducted on SMEs of greater scale to better describe SMEs performance.
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